MINUTES OF THE 45th ANNUAL GENERAL MEETING OF HILLCREST VILLAGERS
ATHLETIC CLUB HELD ON THURSDAY 24 JUNE 2021 AT 7PM AT HILLCREST VILLAGERS
ATHLETIC CLUB.
NOTICE OF THIS MEETING WAS WELL CIRCULATED. AGENDA AND PREVIOUS MINUTES
AVAILABLE TONIGHT.
WELCOME AND THANKS FOR ATTENDANCE: By Acting Chairman – Warren Kidgell
ATTENDANCE: Per recorded sheet = 37
APOLOGIES: Per recorded sheet = 11
CONFIRMATION OF PREVIOUS
and Seconded by Andrew Asquith

AGM

MINUTES:

Proposed

by

Christine

Raulstone

MATTERS ARISING:
Mobii Bands – not a great uptake, we will continue driving the purchase of bands but they get left
behind, visitors don’t have them etc so not a full solution but will continue to be used for Time Trial
and other events as money has been spent and we need to find best use.
PORTFOLIO REPORTS:
ACTING CHAIRMAN’S REPORT: By Warren Kidgell. This report is attached.
FINANCIAL REPORT: By Debbie Eglington. The Report is attached and the Annual Financial
Statements as at 30 April 2021 are available on request.
LADIES CAPTAIN’S REPORT: By Michelle Donne. This Report is attached.
MENS CAPTAIN’S REPORT: by Bruce Munro. This Report is attached.
AUDITED ANNUAL FINANCIAL STATEMENTS – have been accepted and signed off by the
Chairman. Andrew Asquith proposed and Sandy Stewart Seconded.
Warren commented that the Covid Testing Drive Through were paying R40 for every test and this
could result in extra income to the Club of about R12,000pm
Mike Bradley (Social Member) spoke at length about the “rent” that we pay to the Main Club
(Hillcrest Sports Club) in the form of Membership fees. He questioned why we are not paying a
fixed price during a Pandemic when there are no events and we are still paying a portion per
member while our footprint remains the same. He also commented on the number of younger
people seen at Time Trial.
Warren responded that the Main Club is not in a great place either and there is no feasible
solution. When you look at our facilities it is not a big burden on the Members, less than R40 pm.
Mike Bradley wanted to know what this cost is based on.
Rupert Sebire commented that his company pays R55,000pm rent on his offices in Hillcrest.
Warren remarked on the significant benefit we receive from the Main Club.
Mike also spoke about money raised from events, more diversity, network to attract members,
Lotto, youth development, grow the Club.
Warren replied that in normal times we have assisted runners, elite program etc.
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Peter Burton commented that perhaps we should appoint a Sub Committee to sit down with the
Main Club to discuss and as we do not have alternative premises at a better rental we should
move on.
Mike was invited to present his ideas at a Committee Meeting.
APPOINTMENT OF THE AUDITOR – Jenny Batchelor at a cost of R2,520.00

.

Proposed by Vauneen Douthwaite
Seconded by Silvia Burton
RECOMMENDATIONS FROM THE COMMITTEE –
There were no recommendations from the Committee
ANNUAL FEES –
It was decided that as there is so much uncertainty regarding the resumption of races and as we
do not yet know what the increase will be from Hillcrest Sports Club and KZNA, fees will be
discussed at a Special General Meeting later in the year
MOTIONS –
There were no Motions submitted
GENERAL: Nothing further
ELECTION OF OFFICE BEARERS: The following nominations were unopposed.
CHAIRMAN: Warren Kidgell
VICE CHAIRMAN: Andrew Asquith
MENS CAPTAIN: Bruce Munro
MENS VICE CAPTAIN: Rupert Sebire
LADIES CAPTAIN: Sandy Stewart
LADIES VICE CAPTAIN: Sherise van der Westhuizen
SECRETARY: Julyette Lewis
TREASURER: Debbie Eglington
CLUB MANAGER: Vauneen Douthwaite

VOTE OF THANKS AND ADDRESS BY INCOMING CHAIRMAN – Warren Kidgell: thanks for
attending and snacks served.
Mike Bradley asked that it be noted that when Blessing Buthelezi resigned from the Committee his
position was advertised calling for fully paid up members of 2 years to apply and this is in
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contravention of the Constitution. Warren’s response to Mike on the issue of Blessing's
resignation: despite what has happened in the past, my mandate as chairman would be to ensure
that the constitution is upheld at all times.
Peter Burton expressed his thanks to the Committee for their hard work in such difficult times.
The Meeting closed at 7.53pm
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ACTING CHAIRMANS REPORT

Good evening fellow Villagers and welcome to the 2021 AGM. Thanks for your attendance this evening. It is much
appreciated.

The 2021 financial year has been the most challenging of years that the club could have ever anticipated. The Covid
pandemic arrived just before the start of our club financial year and as I’m sure I don’t need to remind you all,
disrupted life to an unimaginable degree. As Marc explained at our last AGM in October, the club was lucky enough
to have hosted our marathon just before the pandemic and this bolstered our finances enough to have a small cash
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reserve available. Unfortunately, this reserve has been chipped away at over the course of the year and with the
second wave arriving in December, our 2021 marathon had to be cancelled. This created a real challenge for us to
keep the cash leakage to a minimum.

The arrival of the 2021 calendar year saw no improvement in the road running situation and the knock on effect of
reduced membership was seen in 2021. Membership is down from 361 members in 2020 to 186 members in 2021.
This has placed further strain on the club’s finances and with the year now looking as it will be largely lost in terms of
road running events, it looks as though we will not see this situation change much for the remainder of the year. We
are nevertheless continuing in our efforts to recruit new members and we are offering pro rata membership rates
for members who join in the second half of the year.

Against this backdrop, the committee has worked hard to ensure that we offer a rewarding experience to our
members with regular events taking place with a focus on building club spirit. These events also provide a small
boost to the club’s finances, and we are largely in a position now where the cash is being maintained through club
events and bar sales. Speaking of which, one of Marc’s last projects before he left the committee, was to secure
cheaper stock for the bar. Once the old stock has run down we will be in a position to pass on average a 10%
reduction on our bar sales. We have also instituted a number of cost cutting measures to help conserve cash. We
have managed to slow down the cash leakage in recent months with this approach but we are in great need of our
2022 marathon taking place, and boosting our coffers as the world recovers from the Covid pandemic. To this end,
we have put in our application for our 2022 race, with 3 date choices ranging from 1st choice in our usual February
spot, to second choice being an April slot, with the third choice being September, giving more time for normality to
return if the other 2 slots become unavailable due to ongoing restrictions.

Road racing seems to be developing a formula to ensure racing can return. Batch starts with reduced numbers seem
to be the most feasible approach to getting the numbers required to generate a profit from our marathon. Although
this will create logistical challenges and require a bit more work from our race volunteers, we are hopeful that at
least we will be able to host our race next year and that these strange measures will be a once off and that in 2023,
the world has returned to some sort of normality.

Unfortunately, there hasn’t been much to comment on in terms of racing results in the last year, but where events
have taken place, it’s been great to see our club being strongly represented as always. Trail running has found a way
to continue but road running has been very scarce, with only the PDAC 25 taking place since March 2020. Best of
Best half marathon was due to take place on a reduced batch start scale this last weekend but the advent of the
third wave has resulted in that event being postponed. Mixed league and ladies league have resumed on smaller
scales and our teams have performed with distinction. Our elite program remains suspended, awaiting the
resumption of road running to offer athletes a chance to requalify for the program. It seems as though batch starts
and reduced numbers will be the only way road running returns in the short term. As much as it’s great to see trail
running still continuing, even during this level 3 lockdown, it is the return of road running events which is likely to
see our membership numbers increase to their usual levels of over 350 members.
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I feel we must take some positives from what’s happening around the world at the moment. There are signs in the
US and across Europe that successful vaccination campaigns can see a shift towards normality. Spectators are back in
stadiums across the US and Europe and some stadiums are welcoming 60,000 spectators. Although it is still fairly
early in the fightback against covid, these are encouraging signs that we hope will last and can be replicated here in
South Africa once our vaccination campaign starts to accelerate. I am trying to be positive that the second half of the
year will see success in this regard and that 2022 will be significantly better than 2021 and 2020.

In closing I would like to offer some thanks to some really great people who are helping keep this club afloat;
-

-

-

To the committee who have put in so much effort to keep things going during such difficult times. The level of
support you guys have given me so far is nothing short of exceptional.
To Marc Allen, who served this club so well and taught me a lot about what I would need to do if I were to take
up the position of chairman. Marc has been at the helm for most of the last year and has been responsible for a
lot of the hard work that was done to keep the club afloat during this difficult time.
To Vauneen, for keeping the bar running smoothly, even if Cyril wouldn’t let us get anything out of the bar at
times. I know your job has been so difficult with supply challenges this year so thank you so much for handling it
so well.
To Paul, who is always willing to help with anything and does so much work behind the scenes to keep the club
in good working order.
To Derek Wasserfall, who is always out there on time trial night with his clipboard taking times and who does
great race reports for us on a regular basis.
To Richard Alberts, or should I call him Mav, whose PB Chaser events were incredible at a time when road racing
has been absent.
To Brien Francis, who keeps our website up and running.
To Adi Weerheim, who has continued to provide regular club runs to offer members an opportunity to continue
running together.
Lastly, I would like to thank Michelle Donne for the enormous contribution she has made to the club. Michelle
has been on the committee for close to a decade and has served the club with distinction. Michelle has decided
that it is now time to step down and as a club, we thank her for her commitment and passion. Michelle, if you
could please come forward so we can give you a little gift to offer a small token of our appreciation.

And finally, thanks to all the Villagers who have given me so much encouragement and support as I was promoted
overnight back in April. I will give my best to ensure that this club remains as strong as ever and emerges from the
difficult times it is facing now to be only stronger in future.
Treasurer’s Report
Audited Financial Statements are for the year ending 30 April 2021.
We currently have 186 members. This is down 48% on last year’s 361 members. Annual membership fees are
currently R790 of which R140 is paid to KZNA and a further R470 is paid to HSC, leaving R180 per member for club
running costs.
As Marc highlighted at last year’s AGM, we do not pay a fixed rental to HSC. The annual subscription fee per
member is paid to HSC for the use of our facilities. For the 2021 financial year we paid R57k to HSC. This equates to
a monthly rental of less than R4,750 per month, a lower rental for somewhere suitable will be difficult to find! For
the financial year ending April 2020, when membership was at its highest, we paid over just under R120k to HSC for
the year which equates to rent of only R10k per month.
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The club incurred a deficit of R176 436 for the financial year. This is largely due to the club being unable to host the
THRESHHold Hillcrest Marathon in February of this year. Other revenue, including membership fees and bar sales,
was down 46% on last year. This is a result of the Clubhouse and bar being closed for a large portion of 2020, under
COVID lockdown regulations, as well as club membership being down for the year.
By working to keep expenses to a minimum, together with providing alternative fundraising and running events, I am
pleased to report that the club is currently maintaining a sound financial standing.

Ladies Captain Portfolio report June 2021
Where do I start? I normally stand here and give you the run down of an entire year’s worth of running
achievements and then I normally accept another year of representing Villagers as ladies captain BUT I stand here
with mixed emotions. Another year of Covid has put a stop to our running calendar and with a heavy but grateful
heart I am handing over my cap tonight.
I have zero doubt in the ability of the new ladies captain and new committee and I am a firm believer that the club
needs new blood and a new broom so to speak. This is a positive move from all sides and while I thought I would
never be able to give up my position, I guess I just had to find the right person and Sandy is just that person.
I have been a Villager since 2011. ( I did contemplate joining Nedbank because I did not want to run in the poo
brown and white stripes!) , back in those days we ran time trials from Richdens Spar and Peter would stand up in
the middle of the outside area in the parking lot and do our club announcements lol (and then we ended at the club,
it now seems so strange 😊 ) very soon after in 2012 I was nominated into my position as ladies captain. It will be
fun they said……. There is not THAT much to do they said….
Well they lied, well sort of… it certainly has been fun and HVAC become my life and passion and I stopped at nothing
to ensure a) growth in club through the Comrades programmes and Couch to 10 programmes b) great league results
over the last few years and taking home the ladies league trophy for the last 2 years before Covid c) Saturday club
runs d) club weekends away e) Thursday night joker draws and everything else that required my weekly attention f)
a huge role in our yearly marathon g) Tents and drinks got to races h) awesome talks by some fantastic running
legends and some pretty awesome events like the pasta parties and end of year functions and marathon helpers
parties. It sure has been a wild ride and plenty fun. I think now my rest is earned and I look forward to just rocking up
on a Thursday night and not working haha. Hell, I will even give up my parking spot 😊
I would to thank everyone who served on the committee with me over the last 9 years, Peter, Silvia, Marc, Nicci,
Bruce, Gareth, Tyron, Andrew, Blessing , Peter Lamplough, Warren, Debbie, Juls and Andrew and more recently
Sherise and Sandy. They can all attest to the fact that we don’t always agree, infact most times we don’t, but that’s
what makes your club work. In the end we always came together as a team.
In closing, I would like to end with these words….HVAC is a family… sometimes a dysfunctional one, but family none
the less. You will never find a club like this anywhere (I dare you to try and prove me wrong) and once a VILLAGER
always a VILLAGER.
Wishing a new committee all the best for 2022. I know the club is going to grow from strength to strength.

Yours in running

Michelle
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MENS CAPTAIN REPORT
Good Evening members.
Whilst the year again has been a difficult one, with little to no KZNA official road running
events. However, this has opened up the fields and trails and seeing more people taking
part in both Cross country and trail running events, with the inclusion of some track events
too.
SO, WELL DONE to everyone who has managed to keep some fitness going and to those
whom took part in the many substitute events, such as the MAV’s PB chaser events hosted
by Hillcrest, and various club runs.
Not all was lost, as we saw the first road event taking place; being PDAC’s 25km:
with 17 villagers taking part, in a capped event resulted in some impressive results:
 Alex Phiri finishing in 1 hour 27 minutes & 49 seconds
 Warren Kidgell 1 hour 36 minutes & 29 seconds; and
 Brandon Waugh in 1 hour 42 minutes & 33 seconds

League was eventually kicked off at Westville, hillcrest had nice turn out of 16 members
taking part and closing off some nice times.
Results:
Seniors:





Alex Phiri – 26 minutes & 37 seconds
Fikinkosi Zondi – 26 minutes & 56 seconds and
Ndumiso Dlamini – 28 minutes & 38 seconds
Bongumuso Zondi closing the team with 28 minutes and 53 seconds

Veterans:
 Jonathan Edwards – 26 minutes & 44 seconds
 Derek Wasserfall – 30 minutes & 4 seconds
 Thanda Mbatha – 30 minutes & 30 seconds
Masters
 Rupert Sebire - 35 minutes & 50 seconds
Junior
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 Tristan Sebire – 14 minutes & 3 seconds (4km route).
Ladies
 Marissa Groenewald – 17 minutes & 38 seconds (4km route).

League then moved onto its second round, hosted By Hillcrest villagers and has since been
postponed…COVID.
Hillcrest Villagers participating in xc:
Burman Bush hosted by Savages 15 May
Jonathan Edwards came 2nd in the 8km in a time of 30 minutes & 23 seconds
Tristen Sebire 32 minutues & 2 seconds; And
Derek Wasserfall 32 minutes & 22 seconds

Trail running 2021
kicked off with Rocky Bay on the south coast.
The short distance was won by Tristan Sebire and Nina Grundlingh took part in the Middle
distance.
Blythdale saw Derek Wasserfall coming 2nd in the medium distance and Jack Mann and
Sandy Stewart took part in the long distance.
A new trail at Zululami was attended by Julyette Lewis, Graham Lewis, Marissa Groenewald,
Glenn Staples, Marc Allen and Michelle Donne with Julyette coming 3rd in category in the
middle distance.
The Midlands Trail Series was quite well supported with Tristan Sebire winning the medium
distance race at Howick. The dreaded Gilboa Mountain was a very steep and technical race
literally up and down a mountain. Jules and Graham managed to finish the middle
distance, Derek Wasserfall and Marissa Groenewald both came 3rd in category. Also
competing were Rupert Sebire, 2nd in his category, Jack Mann and Sandy Stewart.
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Lions River, Tristan Sebire took 2nd place and Alison Wasserfall was 3rd in her category,
Julyette and Graham Lewis, Rupert Sebire and Jack Mann also took part.
Wessa - Liam Asquith came 3rd, Derek Wasserfall came 2nd in his race, Stephen Von
Mollendorff and Lynda Verster also took part.

In closing, Ladies and gents please don’t forget to enter our very own trail run at honey
trails on the 4th July, race is staggered start and Capped at 100.

Keep well and stay safe.
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